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Sunday, July 21, 2019
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Good morning to you all,
With the new hammock now residing in the back garden I am really looking forward to the
mini heat wave we are supposed to be getting in the week. Last year I made loads of
macramé hanging baskets while outdoors in the sunshine, though now sure what I will end
up doing this summer as yet.
Image 1: The current Zig Zags paper collection has just completed the first week so a few
more weeks to run with that yet.
Image 2: The partner to the sheet I uploaded last week where I created a frame from an
image of an embroidery hoop. Again I used this to frame some vintage floral images as they
just seemed to work so well & turned out so pretty.
Image 3: The first of two templates that I am planning to upload in the coming week, this
one is a tote & box in one, which I designed specifically to hold a tube of lip balm. They are
super simple to make & so you could knock up a whole bunch of them in an evening & sell
them at your craft fairs this autumn.
Image 4: The first of the two framed Santa card kits I have lined up, again there are ten in all
to collect & they are all identical apart from the actual Santa image.
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Image 5: The final sheet from the George Barbier file for you now; these last few original
decoupage format sheets were actually the first one’s I designed, before swapping back to
the oval decoupage format for all of the others.
Image 6: The seventh sheet in this series inspired by these stunning depictions of birds, &
because I know how much you like the oval decoupage format that I have been designing for
a while now, I have done the whole series of twenty in that style.
Image 7: The second of these gold framed Santa card kits for the coming week, if I had any
more good quality Santa images I would have carried on, but I guess a series of ten is more
than enough anyhow, hu?
Image 8: The second of the two templates I have planned for the coming week; this pretty
little box holds three eight hour burn scented tea lights so is made from a card base which I
then decorated with pretty paper. Then I used one of my dies to cut out the ornate belly band,
just as a bit of a change to the usual matching paper one.
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I have had so much fun coming up with all of these boxes, & although I have had to quit doing
them as I simply don’t have any more space to store them the vast majority are in template
format & still in the file, ready to upload for you, & as I generally do with the templates, I have
converted all of them to print out on letter sized paper for my American readers.
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Image 9: The official bonus sheet for this morning is this sheet of framed vintage posters,
which I think I created a pair of so must have uploaded the other already? But as has become
my habit of late I have a few other design sheets that I am planning on uploading directly to
their relevant pages this morning.
The new ‘Daily Upload’ page has received so little comment that I am planning on adopting it
permanently as it makes things a lot easier for me when I don’t have to try to come up with a
load of chit chat, when I really haven’t done anything other than designing or crafting all day!

Rita x

